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New York Law Schex>l
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November 1990

We're Nice and Naughty

Vol.: Inaudible

Fairstein: 14 Years of
Sex in the Law
by Liz Ames
·Each time Linda Fairstein prosecutes
a rape case, she battles against the legacy
of a 16th century British law that prejudices jurors and intimidates rape victims. In defiance of such history, Fairstein
records only two acquittals out of 35 cases.
As chief investigator and prosecutor of sex
crimes in the New York County District
Attorney's Office, Fairstein inspires
"superlatives and fear:· according to
Joseph Solomon who introduced Fairstein
at the Second Annual Joseph Solomon
Lecture at NYLS. Responding to the invitation of the Legal Association of Women
(L.A.W.) and Dean Simon, Fairstein spoke
on November 14 to a standing room only
audience.
Elegant and gracious, Fairstein doesn't
A new place to argue: La Frak Moot Court Room dedication on October mince her words or falter over rape vocab17th. Left to righ: Bernard Mendik, Robert Morgenthau, Sam La Frak, Ethel ulary-seminal fluid or vaginal penetration. Fairstein has been using this vocabuLa Frak and Dean Simon.

lary for 14 years, ever since her appointment as Chief of the Sex Crimes Unit.
She joined the D.A. 's office in 1972. At
that time, there was a staff of 180 men
and 6 women and a special unit for sexual
crimes simply did not exist.
When Fairstein was first appointed as
the head of the unit, Frank Hogan. then
D.A., said it was to0 tawdry a position
for a woman. ''I've thrived on tawdriness,"
said Fairstein. Since her appointment, this
graduate of Vasser and University of Virginia Law School has been profiled in such
cases as the Chambers-Levin sex murder
in Central Park as well as being frequently
consulted on rape issues for film and TV.
Prosecuting and convicting rapists has
changed dramatically in the last twenty
years partly due to Fairstein. In 1971 there
had only been one felony indictment for
rape in the 2,415 cases reported in New
Continued on page 8

Daily News Strike
Lessons in Hardball
by Michael Wood
tions Board acting General Counsel WilFor the serious student of labor rela- ford W. Johanson. Richard Koehler, the
lions, the current Daily Nein lockout/ former corrections commissioner under
strike is much like baseball's subway series Mayor Koch is a consultant for the News.
of a few years ago. The play by play is The spokeswoman for the Daily News,
somewhat complex but educational.
Lisa Robinson , was the public relations
The national offices of most labor person for Con Ed during the asbestos
unions are located in Washington, D.C., blowout in Gramercy Park.
The radio ads for the Daily News are
but the heart and the broad shoulders of
the labor movement have always made professional and they carefiilly use all the
their home in New York. The best minds current buzzwords and phrases. "Some
of that New York labor movement are people didn't think the Berlin Wall should
working against some of the most success- come down and some people don't think
ful union busters of Chicago and the the Daily News should modernize." is the
South. Dennis Rivera, head of the Hospi- topic of one ad, equating Brooklyn
ta! Workers of 1199, earlier this year, led truckdrivers wit.h East German Comthat union to successful negotiations with munists. During the strike, the News has
the city's hospitals. Barry Feinstein of sought to hire minority journalists. This
AFSCME is widely credited with an instru- closely follows the southern strategy of
mental role in the thin victory of New York breaking union solidarity by playing
Mayor David Dinkins. They and many whites against black for jobs. ·'Security
other bright and successful labor leaders teams" have been brought in from out of
are taking an active role in supporting the town as well. Former members of these
locked out employees.
teams say they were hired in Tennessee
Linda Fairstein at Solomon Lecture Series.
Strlking truck drivers have visited al- and Kentucky. The newest distribution
most all news outlets (after all, they have strategy by the News has been giving away
done business with these people for years) the paper to homeless people who are then whole or in part, of dealing .with employFirst year student Mike Wood is a 1990
asking the vendors not to carry the News. trucked to ilistribution points where they ers concerning grievances, labor disputes , graduate of the Harry Van Arsdale, Jr,
Broad community support has been sell the paper and pocket the entire pro- wages, rates of pay, hours of employment School of Labor Studies and has earned
sought, as well as the active support of ceeds.
or conditions of work." (Sec. 2 (5), a Certificate in Industrial Labor Relations
other New York union members and leaderThere are so many issues and strategies NLRA, 1947 as amended). What purpose from Cornell University. He is activ.e in
shjp. Activists are visiting the recipients involved in the strike. The central issue, for a union if the employer can simply the New York Law School Employment dnd
of home delivery, asking them to discon- however, is simple. Is there a duty to bar- replace employees?
Labor Law Students Association.
tinue delivery. The capable journalists of gain collectively? Can an employer simply
the Daily News have created their own refuse to bargain, declare an impasse, lock • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
tabloid, giving their side of the story. They out employees and hire replacement workprinted and distributed over a million ers? The financial advantages to managecopies to New Yorkers . The key issues ment are obvious. Work rules and wage
of the strike have been presented at union scales could then be changed at will. This
meetings across the city.
threatens the basic premise of American
The Tribune Company, the owners of labor relations. The National Labor Relattie Daily News, have previously utilized tions Act defines a labor organization as
!
the Nashville firm of King and Ballow in "any organization of any kind, or any
breaking the unions at the Chicago Tribune agency or employee representation comin 1985. One of King and Ballow's star mittee or plan, in which employees participerformers is former National Labor Reta- pate and which exists for the purpose, in
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Editorial

Martian children waiting eagerly for the
occasional fireworks from planet Earth.

THE NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL REPORTER

.
. . ..·... .-.. .. .
...

Christmas Spectatular

Enough said. Happy Holiday!

Program

-Editor-in:Chief

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I was amused to read student senator
Joan Sutton's remarks in the last issue of
the New York Law School Reporter. She
said that she was "discouraged" and could
not "feel good" about her role as a reoresentati ve after reading criticism of the
Senate expressed in the September issue
of the Reporter. Neither the content of the
criticism, two student groups complaining
about the amount of monies they had been
allocated for activities, nor its validity is
relevant to my fascination with Ms. Sutton's comments. Equally unimportant for
the sake of my point is Ms. Sutton's retort,
or its basis. What intrigues and to some
degree disgusts me has to do with Ms.
Sutton's status as a student "representative" and the apparent ease with which
she has gone weak in the knees, and
perhaps head as well, at the slightest murmurings of discontent from members of
her "constituency."
My gripe is not with Ms. Sutton's
"right" to have such "feelings" and express
them, that goes without saying, but what
bothers me is the unqualified dismay she
registers at the fact that the group she belongs to has come under sharp attack.
What exactly is Ms. Sutton's perception
of the role she has volunteered to play as
a representative of student interests, a
pseuc!.o-politician of sorts? I shudder to
think. Does she think that her job exists
in an emotionally convenient vacuum immune from the comments, criticisms, "attacks" and observations of others? Or that
it should be? Such forms of communication from any member of any community
directed toward those that purport to represent their interests are good, regardless of
their quality, tone, points or merits.
Criticism is good, Ms . Sutton, and an
essential, although often all too lacking
element of a democratic political process.

Such expression should be encouraged, in
fact welcomed, and especially by those who
have, via their own motives, placed themselves in positions of trust and "power."
If having a direct say in who gets what
money isn't power in a capitalistic society,
then I don't know what is. Ms. Sutton's
letter is mostly her response to the merits
of the previous "attack" on her cherished
student Senate. Unfortunately, she doesn't
stop there. Her wori:ls strongly imply that
she either hasn't the tolerance for criticism,
as opposed to her simply fighting back on
the merits, or the stomach to deal with it.
Either way, if this is her attitude or emotional temperament, she probably shouldn't
be doing what she is doing.
A politician of principal, of which there
are few, will always be willing to go toe-totoe on the merits, without suggesting that
a criticism should not be offered, while a
politician of enlightened values, of which
there are even fewer, would externally appreciate the important role of a free and
open exchange of ideas and opinions in any
democratic microcosm, and then defend
his position. Ms . Sutton seems capable of
neither, and would perhaps be more comfortable in a less controversial setting. I
didn't vote for Ms. Sutton. I didn't vote
for anyone. I found it to be utterly insulting
to my intelligence to be handed a list of

Continued on page 14

Solo Violin-Joy to the World
Dance-Rockettes-Christmas Medley

Shirley Wong
EvanAugustiniatos
Chris De Girolamo
Dilip Massand
Bradley Shaw
Philip Spyropoulos
Diane Wolfson (Manager)

Song & Dance-Making Whoppee
Jingle Bell Rock
Ice Skating-The Skating Waltz

Susan McCarty
Albert Wollerman
Sue Flei,schman
Fran Chan
Barry Block
Jeryl Bruner
Liz Ames
Sonya Rogers

Santa Claus' Workshop-Santa Claus
Elves

Michael Wood
Cara Hart
Marc Medoff
Otis Dams/et
Andrea Buzasi
Arnold Levine

Mrs. Claus
Dancing Bear

Elizabeth Nochlin
Sumana Chandraseklean

Correction
In the last issue of the Reporter, the THE REPORTER invites interested parties to submit columns, letters, articles, criticisms or
Restaurant Review of BOCA CHICA restau- suggestions to: The Managing Board, THE REPORTER, 57 Worth Street, Room C-102; New
rant inadvertently gave the wrong address York, N.Y. 10003. Telephone: (212) 431-2117.
- the correct address is 13 First Avenue, THE REPORTER, which is published periodically during the academic year, has an opinion
located at the northwest comer of First column entitled "VIEWPOINT." Persons interested in submitting a written opinion for this
Avenue and First Street in Manhattan. We column should label it "VIEWPOINT' and submit it to THE REPORTER. THE REPORTER
hope this has not caused any inconvenience. reserves the right to edit all material accepted for publication.
See the ad in this issue for more details.
College Press Service Subscriber.
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Na, Na, Nab, Na,
Hate, Hate, Goodbye
by Otis Damslet
On October 30, the Lesbian and Gay,
Black, Asian, Jewish and Hispanic Law
Students Associations, the Legal Association for Women, the Trial Lawyers Association, and the Student-Faculty Bias Committee all co-sponsored "Bias Hurts," a
panel discussion of bias-motivated violence. Following welcoming remarks from
First-Year student Steve Zorowitz and an
introduction from Professor David Chang,
the panel presentations began.
Michael Riff, Associate Director of the
Anti-Defamation League, spoke first. Riff
described the history of the ADL, the
world's largest Jewish defense organization. which maintains its headquarters
here in New York. He also addressed the
sharp and continuing rise in bias-related
violence across the United States, particularly in New York State and most of all in
New York City. "New York City," said Riff,
"suffers from a higher rate of bias crime
than does any other city in America." Finally. Riff described the efforts to build a
coalition in support of Governor Cuomo 's

that leads to violence. This view draws
support from statistics that indicate a large
percentage of perpetrators of bias-motivated violence are teenagers. Deleon suggested that as long as kids think that bias
is acceptable, and no one teaches them
otherwise, the violence will continue.
Third to speak was Bill Chong, President of Asian Americans for Equality.
Chong stressed that bias-related violence
and tensions exist among many different
groups, and involve many more disputes
than those that make headlines. In addition
to discussing the Bedford-Stuyvesant
boycott of a Korean grocery, Chong
pointed to tension between African-Americans and Central-Americans, and the recent increase in anti-Gay attacks.
Like Deleon, Chong addressed the consequences of police failure to classify bias
crimes with more than one motivation. He
cited one incident in which 30 or forty
members of a white youth group that calls
itself "The Master Race" attacked five
Asians, calling one of them "Bruce Lee."
One of the people attacked was wearing

" . . the police do not classify rape as a hate
crime, even though it frequently results from

misogyny, because the Department sees only
sex as the motive."

"Bias Related Violence or Intimidation Act"
(Assembly No. 7464A;Senate No. 4600A).
In addition to the Governor's support, the
bill passed the State Assembly, and received
almost unanimous support from Democratic
State Senators, but was prevented from
becoming law by the Republican majority
in the State Senate.
Following Riff was Dennis Deleon, Chair
of the New York City City Commission
on Human Rights. The Commission employs 230 people, including many lawyers,
and works to secure the prosecutions of
bias-related crimes. The Commission also
tries to prevent further confrontations by
responding to reports of tension between
local groups. and by working with local
schools.
Deleon spoke of the difficulty in getting
Police Department personnel to address
bias-related violence comprehensively. He
pointed out that words can sometimes
cause so much trauma that waiting for vioJenee to break out overlooks the real problem . He also explained that, where a bias
crime may have more than one motivation,
the Police Department will overlook the
bias involved and cJ.assify the crime based
solely on one of its non-bias components.
For this reason, the police do not classify
rape as a hate crime, even though it frequently results from misogyny, because
the Department sees only sex as the motive. Similarly, where a person is beaten
because of bias, and then robbed, the
police see money as the only reason-for
the crime.
Deleon also addressed the .need to implement the Multicultural Curriculum in
public schools. He asserted that because
most kids don't know who members of the
Gay, Asian or other communities are, they
develop a combination of fear and ~atre~

an MIT jacket, and a member of the attacking group took it. The police refused to
classify the incident as a bias crime, insisting that the goal of the group was to
steal the jacket.
Chong expressed the opinion that, as
the economy slides into recession and
people look for scapegoats, bias crimes
will increase. He emphasized that groups
should avoid the tendency to focus solely
on their own issues, and instead should
reach out to form coalitions in order to
solve problems.
.
G. Cheezia Carraway, Coordinator of the
New York City Task Force Against Sexual
Assault, concluded the panel presentations.
Carraway pointed out that specific bias
crimes paint only a part of the picture, and
asserted that any meaningful response will
require profound changes in the society as
a whole. She stressed the issues of structural and economic violence.
Carraway also presented statistics: 2. 3
million violent crimes against women in
1984. currently one woman beaten every
15 seconds. one raped every 6 minutes.
Carraway pointed out that for many people
night jobs offer the greatest financial rewards. but that women. fearing violence,
must avoid these posts. This pattern keeps
economic opportunity in the hands of
males. Adding that women represent the
largest underpaid workforce in America,
Carraway presented the concept of the oppression of an entire gender.
Carraway also pointed out that some
organizations that claim to involve ·themselves in bias issues ignore bias against
women because they consider it cultural.
She referred specifically to Amnesty International's refusal to characterize violence
against women as human rights abuses on

Continued on pag~ 14 ,
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NYLS Professor Involved in
Daily News Strike
by Michael Wood
and had filed a "highly unusual and
One aspect of the Dail:" News lockout/ perhaps unique emergency motion May 4
strike threatened to pit former Adjunct Pro- to block Silverman issues an unfair labor
fessor Barbara Deinhardt, JD, Boalt Hall practices complaint against the tabloid."
'76, General Counsel for the New York
Lawyers for the Daily News, who inState Labor Department against current elude former acting NLRB General CounAdjunct Professor Dan Silverman, JD. set, Wilford W. Johansen, sought to have
LL.M. '66,'67, NYU, Regional Director the charges transferred from Silverman to
of the NLRB Region 2.
the current General Counsel, Hunter. On
In July of this year, the New York State April 17, the Newspaper Guild, Local 3
Labor Commissioner appointed a three had filed with the NLRB a ten point comperson state board of inquiry into underly- plaint charging, among other things, a reing issues of the contract negotiations at fusal to bargain in good faith. (In a strike
the newspaper. On August 1, the Daily over an employer's unfair labor practices,
Nell's filed suit in Federal Court in Manhat- strikers cannot be permanently replaced
tan to nullify jthe appointment of the board .and strikebreakers may be kept only in
of inquiry. citing the Machinists rule. The addition to the previous workforce).
Dai Iv News asked the National Labor ReThe most contentious issue of the strike
latio-ns Board to support their contentions. is the hiring of permanent replacements
The problem was resolved on August I, for locked out or striking employees. The
when Silverman recused himself from issuance of an unfair labor practice comcases involving the newspaper. Silverman plaint would have made the hiring of perdid not explain his recusal.
manent replacements impossible. The AlAccording to stories published in the lied Printing Trades Counsil has demanded
August 2 and 8, 1990 fl!ew York Newsda)~ a congressional investigation into whether
the Daily News had previously complained the Daily News pressured the NLRB to
to NLRB General Counsel Jerry Hunter remove Professor Silverman.

. stay tuned .
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A Time to Sow: Legal Outreach Program
.

.

by Sonya Rogers
On November 9, 1990, about 140
African-American, Latino and Asian
American High School students visited
New York Law School to attend law
school classes. They came from the
Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens and Manhattan. The program was to begin at
9:00AM, but many eager ones were
here by 8:30 AM. Most of those who
attended had participated in law programs at their high school, but they
still wanted to know what law school
is all about. They participated in threeforty minute classes each, before returning to the Froessel Room for lunch.
The professors taught criminal law,
property, trust and estates, and commercial transactions. Some sQJdents
even participated in a mini mock trial,
where they played the part of the defense, prosecution, witnesses and the
jury. They filled out questionnaires before they left and most of them stated
that they would attend the program
again and some even said the classes
were too short (imagine that). After
lunch, which consisted of heroes,
potatoe salad, cookies and brownies,
the group was divided for a discussion
session. A group of African-American,
Latino and Asian American students
conducted the sessions. The purpose
of the group sessions was to offer an
opportunity for the stude11ts High
Schools to ask us questions and for
them to get to know us a little better
and understand why we put on this program . First, we stressed to them the

1
\
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Engrossed students.
importance of continuing their education. Then we spoke to them for about
an hour and a half on subjects ranging
from college, LSAT scores, to what
courses should tl}ey take to prepare
them for law school. When the day was
over, they left and most of us were
exhausted.
In a nutshell that is Outreach. When
approached to write about Outreach, I was
extremely hesitant because one, I did not
know where I could make the time to fit
it in and two, because Outreach for me is
more than just an event. I wrote the above
brief synopsis while riding on the train,
but I just could not stop (typical law student). I began to think about my own personal views on Outreach, what I go
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through every year to make it happen and
wha_t it means to me. Most of us hate
everything about law school, except the
life long friends that we have made. I hated
law school-until I started doing Outreach, which I have been doing for the
past year and a half. By doing Outreach,
I have been able to experience one of the
main goals of the law-to help people
make decisions and be an advocate for
what I truly believe in . The Outreach program has not only furthered my legal
career, but it has enhanced it. For one day
a year, I am able to bring African-American, Latino and Asian American High
School students to a law school to get a
feel of law school and see people like my- Sonya Rogers is a third year student and
self who are accomplishing their goals. the vice president of BLSA .
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One of my main reasons for Joing Outreach is that it is not only for those students
who are interested in law, but it is also for
those students who do not know what they
want to do with their lives and to turn that
indecisiveness around to the point where
they realize that they should do something.
During that time , I along with the other
students am responsible for encouraging
them to set goals for themselves if they
have not done so already, to fulfill their
dreams and to overcome any obstacle in
their way because they can make it. I did
and so did the law students they saw here
that day. They realize that it is not an imposible task no matter what their- family,
financial or academic situation is . They
leave New York Law School learning how
to seize opportunities and most importantly, they leave home thinking about
their options.
When I think of Outreach I appreciate
my law school experience even more . On
this day I am able to bring a smile to a
young persons face because s/he knows
that I have not forgotten where I came
from. They also know that the road is long
hard and rocky but if they never forget
who they are they can accomplish an)
thing. So when they are sitting in their
classroom back at school dreaming about
becoming a lawyer, doctor, scientist or
teacher they will remember all of us whom
they met on November 9, 1990 and say
"I have one in my family too."
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THE NIGHT OWL
The Wrong Year To Graduate?

By Barry H. Block
"If' is the trademarked word of dreamers ... If. only I would have graduate last
year. I'd be gainfully employed by now.
"If' only I'd gone to school a year earlier.
1 would have taken and passed the easiest
bar exam this century (78% passed including John-John Kennedy). Instead. we
seem to face the toughest graduating year
in decades . The recession is looming and
on-campus interviews were but a fraction
of prior years . Even law journal members
are scrambling (as evidenced by the wellworn Martindale-Hubbell domiciled on
the 8th floor) .
They say the grass is always greener on
the other side. The response of this year's
graduating class is ·'the grass was greener
last year. " Just last week , I received a
letter that stated "'We were impressed with
your interview. your credentials are impeccable. but we've decided not to hire
any new associates for next year.·· But
hope is not lost. If you aren't one of the
lucky ones who has a commitment. don't
give up. First of all, you're in good company. Besides. there are some concrete
things you can do:
I) Send out those letters-Getting a job
in this market is going to be a numbers
game. The more contacts you make , the
better your odds. Be prepared to send several hundred cover letters with the expectation that most ot them will wind up in
the "circular" file. Still. timing and luck
are often on your side. A firm may not be
hiring when suddenly. a group of as-

sociates defects to another firm leaving an
immediate gap to be filled. Also, lawyers
(like other mortals) are known to move.
die, retire , or just get tired of being attorneys.
2) Start networking-Since the firms are
no longer invading campuses to recruit
students. it's up to you to go out and visit
them on their own territory. This means
some legwork, but, hey, your future's on
the line. Another way to network is to find
out when local specialty meetings of the
ABA are being held . Perhaps there's an
upcoming seminar on bankruptcy law.
Why not attend and strike up some conver,sations with attendees during coffee
breaks. A personal contact is a quantum
leap more effective than the best of cover
letters . You might even learn something
useful about the law.
3) Try smaller law firms-They are more
vulnerable to the morbid events referred
to in suggestion #I. A loss of one member
in a 4 person firm is more devastating than
the loss of JO associates at Sullivan and
Cromwell. Additionally, small firms hire
later. One Long Island firm told me that
they don't start hiring until the Spring .
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Student to· Student
by Fran Chan
NYLS Students Shirley Wong and Fran
Chan attended a career fair given for high
school students enrolled in the New York
City Board of Education's Bilingual (Chinese) program on Friday, November 2. It
was held at the Brooklyn Campus of Long
Island University.
Approximately 700 students from 8 participating high schools listened to Opening
Remarks in the auditorium , then divided up
into JO groups to hear about career options

in different fields , such as law and politics,
computers, accounting and business, etc.
Shirley Wong spoke (in English and
Cantonese) about law school admissions,
first year courses, the bar exam, and the issue ofunderrepresentation of Asians in law.
As it turned out, the students were generally more interested in paralegal programs,
which we did not have information on, but
the teachers were very interested in applying
to the evening program, which of course , we
wholeheartedly encouraged them to pursue.

A Taste of Law School

4) Don't get depressed-Unfortunately if
you do, you set in motion a vicious cycle
which is hard to break . Instead . keep telling yourself (and others) 'Tm great
lawyer material" and when that special
firm, Wright & Wright. discovers me the
others will be sorry that they didn't hire
me .., Incidentally, if you are a hiring partner at a law firm, I'm in the top 10% of
my class, on I. L.J. and can be reached at

"Let me tall you about Law .

-------------------------------..J

The Old Moot Court room became alive
with possibilities on November 9th as high
school students from inner city schools
arrived to participate in NYLS's annual
Outreach Program.
The event, sponsored by the Black Law
Student's Association (BLSA), the Latino
Law Student's Association (LLSA), and
the Asian Law Student's Association
(ALSA), lasted from 9:00 a. m. until 2:30
p.m . The purpose of the program is to
encourage inner city minority students to
become lawyers.
The day's activities began with breakfast as the students helped themselves to
juice and danishes-the bran muffins
being a decidedly less popular choice.
Well fortified. they were then ready to settle down and get to work.
The vice-president of BLSA. Sonya Rogers, set the tone for the day in her opening
address . She stressed the importance of
staying in school and eventually filling the
void in a society that lacks minority professionals-especially those with the unique
persective that students from their backgrounds possess.
Ms. Rogers said that she knows what
its like to have to work hard to succeed
and that its not easy to go to law school,
but jts worth it. The goal of Outreach is
to help .minority students to overcome the
obstacles and to "continue in our
footsteps."
'This is your day," she told them. "We
want you to succeed."
Matthew Wilkes. Associate Dean for
Student Affairs. and Eileen Dean Sanoof,
Director of Financial Aid, also spoke to
the group
Paula Bryan, from the Admissions Office , told the students that there are three
things they need to become lawyers: deter-

"

mination, determination, determination .
After the preliminaries were over the
students were· divided into 3 groups and
sent to class. Each group attended 3 forty
minute classes taught by NYLS professors
and alumni who volunteered to teach these
special sessions.
Among the offerings were Trusts with
Prof. LaPiana, Copyright with Prof.
Samuels, Criminal Law with Prof.
Blecker, and Communications with Prof.
Hammond.
In Prof. Cuevas' Legal Profession class
the students did not hold back and expressed their views enthusiastically. Before
Prof. Cuevas could even finish outlining
the essential qualities of a gopd attorney,
such as being a good listener and having
preserverence, a student piped up and said
that all lawyers are sharks.
Her remark and the ensuing discussion
prompted Les Purificacion, president of
LLSA, to explain to the class that not all
attorney's are "sharks" and that lawyers
have been, and continue to be, responsible
for many positive social and political
changes.
The benefi ts from a program that encourages these types of exchanges between faculty and students of NYLS and these
young minority high schoolers are -far
reaching.
The Outreach Program "brings a sense
of social reality to professors and students," commented Mr. Purificacion.
"'The most privileged have a hard time
conceiving what its like for these kids."
he said.
For the s<;:hool the returns may not be
immediate but the benefits will occur
down the road. Programs like Outreach
bring
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A Joint Session: the Legality of Drugs
By: Arnold Levine
A rather impressive gathering of figures
from the field of criminal law convened
on October 29 in the faculty dini ng room.
To participate in Criminal Law Society
sponsored symposium on drug related
crimes. Some of the distinguished
panelists included the Honorable Edward
J. McLaughlin. Professor Abraham M. Abramm·sk). and Tele foro Del Valle. Jr. New
Yori.. Law School\ own Professor B.
James George. Jr. moderated the discussion.
Profes. or Abramovsky. \\ho teaches
various criminal law and procedure classes
at Fordham Law School and is the Director
of the 1nternational Criminal Law Center
set the tone for the discussion .• proposing
causes and solutions. both foreign and
domestic. to the drug problem that is
ravaging our criminal justice system. Professor Abramovsky feels that \\e are losing
the .. War on Drugs:· a sentiment echoed
throughout the night b;. the 'anous speal..:
ers.
He noted that not onl) are producers
not being put out of business. but that
cocaine is cheaper and more plentiful than
e \ er before. His criticisms. however did
not lie on!: with the federal gt)\ernment
i.e. the policies of the Bush administration
led by fo rmer .. Drug Czar.. William Bennet. He referred to the Mayor's plans to
hire more police as a ··placebo pill." citing
the inadequate number of judges and prosecutors to handle the resulting increase
in the number of cases.
His proposed solutions ranged from addre-,-.ing the "broken famil) S)ntl Pme .. to
i-.sui ng ultimatums to foreign drur producing countrie:-.. He cited the P'' >r cornmunities a-., well a-., the break u 1 nf the
fa mil y as significan t factor.-. leading teenagers and adolescents into a life of crime.

A SYMPOSIUM ON CRIMINAL LAW:
DRUG RELATED CRIMES

said similar policies have never worked,
going back to the Opium wars.

Crime Talk in the Faculty Dining Room.
The people the children look up to as role
1T1odeb under such circumstances happeri
to be drug dealers. he -.,aid. He added that
their learning environment was also a hindrance. describing the city's public
-..chool. as ··\ittle cone<.'tional facilities.··
These an". problems. Professor Abrnmovsky -,aid. that need to be confronted
on the homefront to prevent young people

from ever entering the criminal justice system.
Professor Abramovsk) also recommended that the problem be addressed
using United States Marines to combat the
drug cartels in their own counties. His
suggested ultimatum: .. You haYe one year:
dean it up or we will clean it up for you··
met sharp criticism from Mr. Pollok who

Mr. Del Valle, a graduate of New York
Law School who, in addition to his private
practice in Manhattan, also serves as President of Hispanic National Bar Association. focused on the shortcomings of current sentencing guidelines. both state and
federal, as well as alternatives to incarceration.
Mr. Del Valle asserted that mandatory
minimum sentencing ties up the judges·
hands. not allowing them to consider the
particular defendant's m1t1gating circumstances. He noted that thirty percent
of federal judges do not agree with federal
sentencing guidelines.
His suggestion that less money be spent
on prosecution and more on rehabilitation
met approval by the entire panel. prosecution and defense alike. Criminals do not
learn anything in prison. he said pointing
to the fact that many times they are bigger
criminals when they get out of prison. The
government sets up programs. he said, but
does not fund them adequately. citing a
minimum three-four week wait to be admitted into a rehabilitation center such as
Phoenix House.
John L. Pollok. an Appellate Specialist
whose clients have included John Gotti.
Mario Biaggi. and the Howard Beach defendants. focused on the erosion of constitutional rights associated with the recent
crime wave. sa;ing the Fourth and Sixth
Amendments are casualties of the ··war
on Drugs.·· f\lr. Pollok opined that ··it is
one thing to go after these people [drug
dealers}. yet another to apply the Constitution across the board in all criminal cases
equally and fairly."
In discussing the erosion of the Fourth

Continued 011 page 14
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NAPALSA Conference
Short Conference, Long Name
National Asian Pacific American
Law Students Association
(NAPALSA) Conference

by Fran Chan '91
The tenth annual NAPALSA Conference
was held at Harvard Law School on October 26-28. A "caravan" of NYLS students (Shirley Wong (3L), Chae Son (2L),
and lL's Patti Choi, ferry Kwok, Chan
Song and John Lin) had a nice weekend
break, thanks in part to the school for some
financial assistance, and to my friend
Brian Melendez and his housemates for
their hospitality.
The conference theme was "Empowerment Through Law". The program consisted of a law school fair on Friday evening and an opening address by Cedric Chao
entitled, "The Future for Asian Americans
in the Law. Mr. Chao is a partner with
Morrison & Foerster in San Francisco and
an adjunct professor at Hastings College
of Law. He was the first Asian partner at
his firm. Mr. Chao addressed many issues
of concern to Law Students, such as the
hiring, retention and promotion of Asian
American Students, as well as the first
future legal landscapes Asian American Students should expect.
The main program on Saturday included
tour panel presentations: I: "Legislative
and Political Interests: Where Do We Go
From Here?" Speakers included Paul
Igasaki, of the Japanese American Citizens League; May Louie, Chair of the Boston Rainbow Coalition and Executive Assistant to the Reverend Jesse Jackson; Dan
Lam, who, in 1975, arrived as a refugee
from Cambodia and who later rarr for Massachusetts state representative; Irene
Bueno, Legislative Assistant to Congressperson Edward R. Roybal (D-CA).
Speakers stressed a need to increase the
number of Asians in elected positions, and
that each of us consider running for office.
Thus far, there has been some access but
no cohesive agenda to represent Asian
American interests. In coalition building,
we have to make sure that there are shared
goals, and that all groups are included.
We discussed the issue of Asians being
considered the "model minority," and were
told that statistics such as "Asians have
the highest family income level" are misleading because they do not reflect the
demographics of family size and hours
worked.
2. "The Importance of Diversity in Legal
Education." Speakers included Sharon
Hom, professor at CUNY Law School;
Wallace Loh, Dean of University of
Washington Law School; Alfred Yen, Assistant Professor of Law at Boston College
Law School and Margaret Y. K. Woo, professor at Northeastern Law School.
This issue is a familiar one for most of
us-although the debate is still centered'
on whether we should have diversity. The
real questions are HOW MUCH diversity
does the legal profession want and how
do "we" decide? Asians who are in legal
education are part of the effort to develop
an alternative legal framework to cha!lenge the presumptions which are not culturally neutral.
3. "Urban Communities and the Legal
System ." Speakers were the Honorable Dororthy Chin-Brandt, of NY Civil Court, the
Honorable Richard J. Chin, of Boston's Municipal Court, Jenny Sook Nam Choo, NYS

Assistant Attorney General, pvil Rights
Division, Suzanne Lee, of Chinese Progressive Association, and Andrew Leong,
Director of Boston College Law School's
Chinatown Clinical Program who also is
a lecturer at U. Mass College of Public
and Community Services and involved
with the Asian Outreach Program at
Greater Boston Legal Services.
Race relations in our urban environment
are full of divisive, controversial issues.
The speakers are all actively involved in
their communities, trying to mediate when
there are tensions and misunderstandings.
We were all encouraged to do public service work.
The final panel was on "Private Sector
Culture," which I missed but someone else
reported that the presenters talked informally of the difficulties faced by Asian
American Lawyers due to the small representation in majority firms.
We broke out into small discussion groups
after the first panel. I met a woman from
NYU who was administering a survey to
all conference attendees. We all promised
to be in better touch with each other to
become more active in planning events.
The dinner speakers were Professor Sharon Hom of CUNY Law School and Dean
Wallace Loh, of the University of
Washington Law School in Seattle. At the
Business Meeting, we elected the officerselect for 1991-92. Stephanie Hsie of Columbia was elected as the President along
with a new board, they will plan next
year's conference, which will probably be
held on the West Coast.
Fran Chan is a self-appointed expert on
issues involving women and minority
groups.

Fairstein
Continued from page I
York City. Her sex crimes team in 1976
worked to change the process of prosecuting for rape by making the victim more
comfortable, to improve the conviction
rate and to lobby for new legislation to
protect rape victims.
According to Fairstein, the New York
laws ac the time were "light years away
from what other states had adopted in the
1950s and 1960s." In the early 1970s, a
rape victim came to the Manhattan office
and waited among car thieves and burglars
for her number to be called for questioning. A victim was then interviewed in an
open room.
A victim also found herself subject to
a lack of privacy while trying to establish
her case. Before 1974, a rape victim's ac- ·
count about the identification of the attacker, or the sexual or forceable nature
of the assault was not admitted as testimony
unless a witness could corroborate a
woman's story. However, if the victim had
first been robbed by an assailant, her testimony "!<lS only considered credible for indieting him for the robbery- but not for
the rape.
"Centuries of bad law resulted in so few
of these (rape) cases being prosecuted,"
Fairstein said . Fairstein still must contend
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with the "made for TV image" of how difficult it is to convict a rapist. It is a widely
held but archaic idea that "his word against
mine" will not be sufficient in court. She has
battled relentlessly to change this perception.

tein. Attitudes that '"he doesn't look or
seem like a rapist,., delay rape reporting
by the victim. and cause one to blame
herself. "Women jurors are much more
critical of women ... if they can't see
themselves in the conduct of the woman.
Sadly, women tend to be much worse
jurors than their male counterparts." she
said. Fairstein also expressed her outrage
that an attractive victim receives prejudicial treatment from jurors.
In meeting with L.A. w members in
Dean Simon's office prior to the lecture.
Fairstein emphasized that in rape. unlike
a homicide, there is a living victim with
whom she can develop a relationship and
who can be vindicated. Sexual assault
crimes provide an "extra dimension which
makes this different from other crimes,"
said Fairstein. When interviewing the victim and preparing the case. she tries to
develop trust in order to elicit personal
details while refusing "to compromise a
professional relationship. [This is] one of
the most delicate balances to be maintained in the criminal justice system.'' she
said. However. Fairstein emphasized that
these are some of the unique and rewarding
aspects of her work. She also pointed out
that it can be "cathartic to face an attacker
in court and especially nice to hear 'Justice
has been done .. .,
When asked about how it felt to be a positive role model for women in law, Fairstein said it had come not only as a pleasant
surprise. but it had also given her the greatest pleasure. At the reception following
the event. Anne Aycock. a member of
L.A.W. said she and Fran Chan had invited
Fairstein after hearing her speak two years
ago. "We wanted to recognize her success
and achievement and contribution as a
great role model.'' said Aycock.

Court procedure and admission has
changed in the last twenty years. Today
about 90% of defense attorneys assume
that the attack occurred. In rapes involving
a stranger, the courtroom tactic is to qt\'estion the victim's identification of her attacker. Because of the extended duration
of a rape, the victim usually has a wealth
of personal information about the assilant.
To illustrate, Fairstein cited a case where
the victim identified her attacker by a
scorpion tatooed on his penis.
More sophisticated techniques such as
DNA, identification using semen and
blood matching have now been introduced
to assist in identification. Although blood
is routinely drawn to check for sexually
transmitted diseases after the rape. testing
the alleged assailant for the HIV virus has
generated controversy. Fairstein believes
that the victim should be permitted to have
the attacker tested for the virus so that the
victim can immediately seek medical treatment if the test is positive.
When addressing the topic of date rape,
one of the most unpopular questions put
to Fairstein is about vindictive women who
accuse men of rape. 'Tm a big advocate
of getting them out of the system .., While
it is a '"very small fraction · · - it so jaundices the way one looks at legitimate rape
cases.'_' sh~ said. Hol_ding these views has
put Fa1rstem under fire.
Marital and "date" rape have low priority in the legal world . Marital rape remains
"the bottom of everyone's list" and remains as difficult to convict as date rape.
When a woman knows her assailant, she
is often denied the most basic support from Li: Ames is a first year student.
her closest family and friends, said Fairs-

Oplyour name
has been changed
to.protect tlie
111Ilocent.
There's been a change at the Clients' Security Fund.
It's in our name. We're now the New York Lawyers'
Fund for Client Protection. • What hasn't changed is
our mission to protect law clients from the misuse of
their money in the practice nf law. While rare. theft by
a lawyer erodes public trust in a profession that's
proud of its good name and -its high standards. • Our
fund- financed by lawyers- reimburses law clients
who have suffered these losses, promptly and without
cost. It's another way for lawyers to say that honesty in
the practice of law is just as important to them as
it is to their clients. • Because protecting the innocent
is more than just a privilege. It's our responsibility.
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NYLS's 100th Birthday Bash
with Legal Leaders and Student Leaders

In "Formal" Pauperis:
Prior to my most recent outing, the last
time I wrapped a black bow-tie around my
tuxedo'd neck I was called upon to pour
wine and to "Please have the chef throw
this on the grill a bit longer ... ·• Recently,
I was moved to again don the formal wear
of a "Gentleman," but this time I was invited to be a part of history. On November
8. amid the regal atmosphere of crystal
chandeliers, waiters of the French school
of service, free flowing wine and formally
dressed dinner dates, I attended the New
York Law School's Centennial Kickoff
Dinner Dance.
In celebration of the success of New
York Law School's past JOO years, the
NYLS Alumni Association and Board of
Trustees together organizeq this black tie
gala event. Over one-year in the planning,
the celebration, held at the Grand Hyatt
Hotel. was a special centennial fundraising
event, the first in a line of events planned
with the school's Second Century Campaign.
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A student rubs elbows

"Lawrence S. Huntington , an alumnus
of NYLS Class of 1964, received the Distinguished Alumni Award for his years of
service to the law school. Huntington is
a member of the NYLS Board of Trustees
and Chairman of its Second Century Campaign, and Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of Fiduciary Trust International
Company. Also honored were members of
the school's "Old Guard," individuals who
graduated from NYLS 50 years ago or
more.
The evening began with a generous 6:30
p.m. cocktail hour and was followed by
dinner and dancing at 7:30. In a brief introductory greeting, Dean Simon recognized Huntington as Guest of Honor and
lauded the efforts of the "Old Guard" who
he noted were "[o]ur closest link both in
time and I believe in commitment and
practice, to the ideals of our founders."
Approximately 350 turned out for the
event. Alumni trustees, friends of the
school and students mingled together in

by Albert J. Wollermann

celebration. Graduates from as far back as
1917 to students now enrolled as first years
shared the evenings festivities. Judges, attorneys, professors and legal 'wannabees'
networked and schmoozed as the orchestra
played.
· Although tickets were a seemingly
costly $150 per person, the Dinner Dance
Committee-<:o-chaired by Alexander D.
Forger, Chairman of Milbank, Tweed,
Hadley & McCloy, and Marvin Powell,
(Class of 1987) an associate at Dewey,
Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer & Wood-extended special invitations to the heads of
the various NYLS student organizations.
In all, 40 full-time students attended.
New York Law School was established
in 1891 as a protest by the faculty, students
and alumni of Columbia College Law
Schoo) against interference in legal education by the college's trustees. The school's
first president of the Board of Trustees.
John Bigelow, was Minister to France during the Civil War; closed down in 1918

due to World War I; almost merged with
City College in 1928; and closed again in
1940 when, after World War II broke out,
the draft was inaugurated . The school
reopened in 1947 and in 1954 obtained
provisional approval from the American
Bar Association, later obtaining permanent accreditation by the American Bar
Association in 1964.
New York"Law School, a city campus
indeed, has moved about the city. From
its original inception in the Equitable
Building at 120 Broadway, the campus has
been located at Fulton Street, the McBurney YMCA on 23rd Street, 253 Broadway,
63 Park Row. 244 William Street and finally coming to rest-for the time beingat the ever expanding campus at 57 Worth
Street.
With a little bit of history and a little bit
of the future, the evening wore on as alumni,
students and guests waltzed, foxtrotted and
b~gied. And so, New York Law School
dances at the threshold of another century.
The success of the Centennial Kickoff
Dinner Dance is indicative of the commitr------------N==-==1-9--e-w------:;Yc=--=,;-a-J--r--;k;;;;----=----------~-----. ment of New York Law School 's "past"
for its future.
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Albert Wollerman is a third year student
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Darrin at the Ball.
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Roving Reporter
by Susan Fleischman
Q: What do you look forward to doing
most when your exams end, that you have
been unable to do because of finals?

Kevin McCoy
1st Year
Getting really drunk with the fun bunch
from section C and having a ·'Book-Burning" party at Stans. compliments of Torts.
Civ. Pro., Contracts, Legal Methods,
Legal Writing, ...

Susan Fleischman
Roving Reporter
3rd Year
SHOPPING!!! My mom offered to take
me shopping so many times and because
my schedule this semester is hectic, I've
been unable to take advantage of her
generosity. But more importantly, I am
looking forward to quality work-outs
where I don't have to worry about rushing
back to class or work!!

Bradley Braut
Steve Zorowitz
Eric Jacobs
2nd Years
We are Second Year Law Students. we do
not remember what it is to have lives!!

Sherilyn Dandridge
1st Year
Going to Mexico & relaxing. And not having to think at all!

John Daly
1st Year
Getting my social life back. And getting
in contact with friends that I have not been
able to give attention to because of the
semester!

B. Shaw
3rd Year
Reading. writing and making a public servant's salary. And having people chant: B.
Hip B. cool B. Shaw.

Gary Sastow
3rd Year
Hanging a "do not disturb" sign outside
my door and getting reacquainted with my
wife!

Apology
Robin Sherak
1st Year
Sleeping late, and having time to myself.
'.\lot skiing, or going away, just relaxing. -

to the students whose photos were eaten by
the Reporter dog, Tort.
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Stewart Milch
1st Year
Going Ice-skating in Rockefeller Center.
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Food for Thought

LAW ON FILM

THE LEGAL GOURMET

by Cara Mia Hart
Are upcoming exams getting you down?
If so, take a study break with me, for a
moment, to briefly canvas some classic
Hollywood film about "the Law." Our
legal education, after all, shouldn't be
wholly confined to the classroom or the
library. Movies can be educational, too
(although the Bar Examiners may not
agree)! If you can, try to catch some of
the following law-related movies during
winter vacation:
Adam's Rib (1949). Cute. Katherine
Hepburn and Spencer Tracy are married
lawyers on opposing sides in a husbandwife case of attempted murder. With Judy
Holliday as the wife.
Anatomy Of A Murder (1959). Jimmy
Stewart is a folksy defense attorney, while
Lee Remick is the alleged rape victim
whose underwear forms a vital part of the
prosecution's case.
And Justice For All ( 1979). A slick, specious indictment of the American legal system . With Al Pacino, in great form, and
an unforgettable courtroom finale.
Fatal Attraction ( 1987). The blockbuster. Michael Douglas is a married lawyer
who becomes intimate with Glenn Close
in an elevator. She loves Michael ·and the
opera, but hates rabbits.
From the Hip (1987) . Young defense
attorney Judd Nelson uses some outrageous tactics in his climb to the top. Not
great.
Inherit The Wind ( 1960). A classic.

Spencer Tracy debates Federic March on Dennis Quaid. Violates the ethical code,
the theory of evolution in this fictionalized ·but it's fun.
account of the 1929 Scopes "monkey
The Paper Chase ( 1973). First-year law
trial."
students experience Contracts under the
Kramer vs. Kramer ( 1979). A bitter di- tutelage of Professor Kingsfield, as played
vorce proceeding from the perspective of by John Houseman . Must be seen before
the litigants themselves. With Meryl graduation.
Streep(sansaccent)andDustinHoffman.
The Shaggy D.A. (1976). From Walt
Long Among the Ruins ( 1975). The story Disney. Young lawyer's campaign run for
of a woman on trial who is defended, in District Attorney is jeopardized once he is
a tragic twist of fate, by her former lover. transformed into a shaggy dog. With Dean
Three-handkerchiefs.
Jones. Hair-raising.
Miracle on 34th Street ( 1947). IrresistiThe Thin Blue Line (1988). Powerful
ble. Lawyer asks, "Your Honor, we re- documentary. Suggests that the wrong man
quest an immediate ruling from this court: was convicted for the murder of a Texas
is there or is there not a Santa Claus?" policeman. Actually influenced the Texas
With Edmund Gwenn.
Court of Appeals.
Music Box (1989). Jessica Lange must
To Kill a Mockingbird (1962). Grand.
deal with the personal trials of defending Gregory Peck gives his Oscar-winning perher father from charges of Nazi war formance as the widower lawyer in a small
crimes, despite her own growing doubts Alabama town who dares to defend a black
about his innocence.
man accused of rape.
Nuts (1986). Richard Dreyfuss is an
True Believer (1984). An activist attoroverzealous defense attorney who invades ney represents an innocent client unjustly
the privacy of his client. And Barbra accused of murder. With a stylishly ponyStreisand does a star-tum as the client, a tailed James Woods . Uh-huh .
prostitute.
Twelve Angry Men (1947). One of the
Presumed Innocent (1990). Gripping. very best. Dissects the tense deliberations
Harrison Ford is a married prosecutor who of a jury a murder trial. With Henry Fonda
finds himself on trial, accused of murder- as "juror number 8."
ing a fellow prosecutor who was briefly
Witness for the Prosecution ( 1957).
his mistress.
Crafty Charles Laughton defends accused
Suspect (1987). While Cher, Esq., de- murderer Tyrone Power, while Marlene
fends an indigent defendant accused of Deitrich waits in the wings. Don't miss
murder. she falls in love with sexy juror the Agat_ha Christie finish.

Quick, Healthy, Easy food ideas for the
student with no time to cook, no desire to
cook, and even those of you with no ability
to cook.

TUNA CASSEROLE
I)
2)

3)
4)
5)

Boil approximately 2 cups of macaroni (Anything but spaghetti )
Combine in baking dish;
--cooked macaroni
-1 can tunafish
- I can condensed mushroom soup
-t/2 cup milk
Sprinkle casserole with bread cmmbs
(optional)
Bake at 375° for 15-20 minutes
Eat

STEAMED ANYTHING ·
A steamer (metal gadget one puts in pot)
only costs a few dollars and is an extremely healthy way to cook various
foods. The amount of time needed to steam
a particular food depends on the individual's preference, and on the foods density, Generally, IO~ 15 minutes is the maximum ti'me needed, Try the following
foods in your steamer:
I) Fresh Vegetables: carrots, broccoli ,
cauliflower, string beans, etc .
2) Squash: acorn, butternut, spaghetti,
zucchini, yellow squash, etc. (Clean
out seeds, leave skin on, and cut as
desired)
3) Sweet potatoes (peel and cut as desired)
The Legal Gourmet is a second year
law student and a life long bon vivant

Rental
A single room is available at the College
of Insurance Dormitory Facility, located at
101 Murray Street, overlooking the Hudson
River, a few blocks from the Law School .
The room will available for occupancy by
January I, 1991, through May 24, 1991.
The cost for the room is $3,900.00, plus
a $200.00 refundable security deposit.
This cost includes a required weekly food
plan of 14 meals, consisting of breakfast
or lunch, and dinner, served in the College
of Insurance cafeteria. Laundry facilities,
exercise equipment, and library facilities
are available on site .
Interested students should contact Elaina
Paige at (212) 431-2891 or stop by the Admissions Office, 57Worth Street, 5th floor.

Join

The Reporter
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or she, would seek out and encourage all
members of his or her constituency to
speak out on all matters that concerned
Continued from page 2
them, regardless of the quality or tone of
strange names and told to pick a few.based their remarks, and regardless of any peron each standing and saying "hello." I did sonal disagreement with them. I might
not know what she was or what she repre- well vote for the person who expressed
sented, but I can tell you one thing for their complete confidence in the concept
sure, had she told us that as part of her of a no-holds-barred debate on all subjects
role in representing our interests, she under the sun, and that such group
would find it "discouraging" to be the sub- dynamics would inspire and educate them,
ject of criticism from her peers, and that as opposed to finding such exercises "dissuch unwanted commentary would make couraging" and depressing. That's the type
her feel "bad" about her position, I'd have of person I might vote for. In a truly open
sooner cast my vote for Magilla Gorilla, society, all forms of expression contribute
and suggested that she join the pottery to a democratic dialogue, and provide little
club instead. Who'd vote for a candidate reason for anyone. especially a political
that openly confesses she has neither the representative, to become "discouraged"
emotional fortutide or principled convic- or depressed.
·
tions that most of us presumably would
The time to become "discouraged" Ms.
approve of?
Sutton. is when people stop complaining,
I have no reason to doubt Ms. Sutton's when people stop expressing their consincerity to work for the benefit of the cerns and discontent, and when people
student body, but I do believe she has simply decide it's "nicer" to shut up and
given us reason to question whether she say nothing, rather than speak their minds,
fully understands either the practical as- regardless of whose ideological ox is
pects or more lofty goals her job requires. gored, and whose pristine sensibilities are
Who would I vote for? I might well vote trampled upon.
for the person who stands up and says he
Marc Medoff

Letters

Drug Related Crime
Continued from page 7

Amendment, he said the whole notion of
"probable cause" is non-existent in drug
cases. He also cited both the "fair trial"
and "competent counsel"' requirements of
the Sixth Amendment as casualties of the
'War on Drugs," citing the government's
·intimidation of defense counsel by
threatening to subject their fees to forfeiture if their client is convicted.
He said the "War on Drugs" has hl\d a
hydraulic pressure effect on the appellate
court system. causing defense counsel to
be looked at with a double standard. However. he did note that the New York Court
of Appeals has not fallen to the hydraulic
pressure and probably stands alone in preserving individual liberties in drug cases.
The Special Narcotics Prosecutor for
New York City. Sterling John on. Jr..
while agreeing with most of what was said
previously. chose to further specify the
shortcomings of the "War on Drugs" by
addressing the problem of the pregnant
addict. He said that nineteen states and
the .District of Columbia prosecute preg~ant addicts using a creative interpretation of the Jaws governing child abu e and
a hate crime against Gay men. She listed failure to seek medical treatment for a
these examples to illustrate a pattern by child. He criticized those jurisdictions and
Continued from page 3
which certain groups consistently receive said he i working on other methods of
the grounds that oppression of women was better health care than others. and that the treating the problem. What Mr. Johnson
"culturally accepted." Amnesty Interna- society, by using its resources in ways that is working on towards that end is a law
tional has taken the same position toward consistently ignore or penalize members that would leave a drug charge hanging
people imprisoned and tortured for being of certain groups. commits bias violence over the head of the pregnant addict
Gay. maintaining that they are not ··prison- against them.
charged with a minqr violation for a period
ers of con cience ... She concluded that the
Carraway concluded by criticizing the of time while she undergoes treatment for
failure of other organizations. including tendency of the society to blame and to her addiction.
He then refuted various things previously
the United Nations. to address these "cul- institutionalize the victims that they
turally accepted" forms of violence has should not have been dressed the way they aid. Addressing Mr. Abramovsky's belief
were, or that they should not have been that the price of cocaine i down. he said
helped to perpetuate problems .
Carraway continued her analysis by cit- walking alone or at night. as evidence that it is actually up slightly. although the
ing the bombings of reproductive health the police and the society prefer to deal with reasons he cited varied from the possibility
clinics. the failure of health programs to the problem by chastizing and restricting of more efficient interdiction to the possidiagnose cervical and breast cancer. and the victims rather than improving safety bility that drug dealers are withholding
Following the presentations. members their supply to create an artificial market.
the fact that women with AIDS receive
less medical attention and die more of the audience questioned the speakers In an attempt to downplay Mr. Pollok's
quickly than men. Widening her scope. and asked them to elaborate on their posi assertions concerning the erosion of conCarraway pointed out that more than half tions. The event ended with informal con stitutional liberties, Mr. Johnson answered
of African-American males are incarcer- versations among panelists and tho e that the fact that the Constitution can be
ated. and asserted that the failure to re- members of the audience who stayed interpreted various ways by different
spond to AIDS when it first appeared was through the very end.
people is a good thing.
Alluding to the failure of the community
he said that prosecution is the last step-getting to that point only after family, religion. probation, and all other institutions
have failed.
Mr. Johnson also said that although
by Susan Fleischman
people are being put in jail at a record
On November I. at about 8:00. I left
Law school can be a grueling experi- number, it is not the only answer. He said
the library to put away my Criminal Proce- ence. Despite my cheerful disposition, r jail is needed, but so is education, prevendure books and replace them with Federal was miserable throughout first year, this tion, and treatment. Citing as one reason
Income Tax, and planned to return to the feeling that keeps persisting. Even now as for the concentration on prosecution rather
library. However, when I entered the stu- a third year, at times, I still feel inade- than treatment. he said "the mood of the
dent lounge, I noticed dim lights, loud quate. There is always so much to do and people of New York is not toward rehabilimusic. the smell of beer and wall to wall think about. And no matter how many tation or treatment. Maybe it should be,
students. I forgot about the SBA Hallo- hours are spent in the library it is difficult but it is not."
ween party. Once I was there I figured Tax to walk away without feeling like "I cannot
Robert M. Baum, Attorney-in-Charge
could wait. I proceeded through the crowd, believe I got so little accomplished, and of The Legal Aid Society's Criminal Degot myself a beer, and continued to walk I was here all day." Not only do I want to fense Division. recited some mind bogglaround to find some familiar faces. I was tell you to relax because this feeling is ing statistics as evidence that we are losing
shocked to find few. When I finally recog- common among your peers, I want to in- the ··war on Drugs." He also made a wellnized some familiar classmates, we dis- form you that there is so much more to reasoned argument for seeking alternacussed our amazement at how few people experience at NYLS than just classes and tives to incarceration such as residential
we all knew here. You see, there was a books. and I encourage you to take advan- as well as out-patient drug programs. He
time when these parties were filled with tage of all there is! Unfortunately I realized also opined that the drug problem is a
only the people we knew and saw daily. this too late, but you can benefit from my
Although I had a great time at this party, mistake. New York Law· School has a presence. I waas treated as an equal as if
and enjoyed speaking with the new student plethors of student organizations, among I had been an active member of years. I
body, I left the party with such an empty them are: A civil liberties union, a young felt special and important. This treatment
feeling. Reality set in. My formal studies republicans club, BLSA, ALSA. LLSA, is not peculiar to me, this is the way the
at NYLS are almost over. I will graduate Jewish Law Student Association, and a students of NYLS treat each other- with
next emester. Although I am looking for- Legal Association of Woman; Real Estate, quality and respect.
ward to this milestone, and my career as Environmental and Sports Law Clubs,
This respectful manner with which the
an attorney, I am not looking forward to Criminal, International, and Media Law students treat each other is only paralelled
leaving New York Law School.· I am Societies; a Lawyers Guild, Student Gov- by the respect with which our faculty
amazed at how fast the years flew by. This emment, Moot Court, a Basketball team members treat their students. Professors
is the reason I feel compelled to share with and of course, a newspaper.
here are open and genuinely concerned
you a po~ion ·of the knowledge I have
l have personally attended many of the with their students. They actively help
acquired at NYLS. I know that finals are meetfogs and functions of these various them through academic, personal and
les~ than a month away, but I strongly groups. Each welcomed me graciously. career problems. And moreover they
encourageeachofyoutoheedmyadvice. They were genuinely happy to have my enjoy doing it. I personally have estab-
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medical problem, not a criminal justice
problem.
Mr. Baum said that felony drug arrests
in New York State are up 106'k since 1983.
The financial burden on the taxpayers was
enormous. he added. citing the addition
of 30.000 new prison spaces at. a cost of
$180,000 per space since 1983 . The cost
to house each criminal in state prison is
$30,000 per year and $58,000 per year in
city jail, while a drug free residential program costs only $14,000 per year and an
out-patient program costs only about
$5 ,000 per year. He also suggested putting
more money into treatment programs and
less into prosecution, citing the relative
costs of the programs. He added that it
cannot possibly be worse than the methods
used now. "Locking people up without
treatment does not go to the problem,·· he
said.
He also noted that most treatments are
devoted to Methadone maintenance which
is for heroin addiction. even though crack
is a far worse problem.
Mr. Baum also noted the drug war's
impact on the rest of the criminal justice
system. According to statistics obtained
by The Legal Aid Society. the arrest to
arraignment process takes on the average
thirty-six to forty-eight hours even for
minor offenses. For many of these people.
the two days they spend in jail just waiting
to see a judge and be formally charged.
is the only time they will spend in jail.
Also. due to the inadequate number of
judges and courtrooms. the judge has only
three to four minutes to spend on each
defendant during an average call of the
case. Much of this is the result of the
Tactical Narcotics Teams (T. N .T.) in the
city "catching alot of little fish in a big
net. .. These massive sweeps have no effect
on the drug problem," he said.
The final speaker for the evening was
the Honorable Edward J. McLaughlin, an
acting Supreme Court Justice rn Criminal
Term in Manhattan . Justice McLaughlin
said the legislators did not realize the costs
of stiffer penalties when they enacted the
tougher laws. He cited many of the same
problems alluded to by Mr. Baum. He said
the Criminal Court is a joke and the Supreme Court is getting there. Even if the
judge's heart is in it, he said. it is an impossible task to give each case the time it
deserves: adding that there are only fortythree Supreme Court judges in New York
City where there are 12,000 indictments
and 100,000 arrests per year.
He urged the community to get involved
by letting the legislators know what you
want them to do, saying the city and the
system are doomed for failure if they do
not do what they say they will do.
·Overall, the symposium was a great success. It was informative and enlightening
to all eighty-seven people who attended.
Arnold Levine
First year student, grad9ate of SUNY
Buffalo where I majored in Economics
because I couldn't get in the Volunteer
and Accounting Dept. Full-time employee
for Legal Aid Society, Criminal Defense
Division for 18 mnonths. Hope to be a
baseball player if I grow up.

L--------------------------------lished special friendships with certain professors. I am so grateful to NYLS for
creating this environment where these
unique relationships can flourish .
So I encourage each of your as my peers
and future collegaues, to thrust yourselves
into non-academic world of New York
Law Scpool for even just a litlle while.
You can help enrich the school that has
·done so much for us. I promise, the grades
will come, the jobs will be there and you
will still be great lawyers, so why not
make the most of the few years you have
here. we would love your support and you
will be mcuh richer for the experience.
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Two On The Aisle.

Matia
A Short Story

CITY OF ANGELS
"Like A Pretty Girl
with the Clap"

throw the heavy stones he was carrying in
by Phillip D. Spyropoulos
hadn't really understood what my front of him every few yards. and then
brother meant about the intensity of their instructed my brother to step only where
by Jeryl Brunner
eyes until my last visit two summers ago. the stones had fallen . He did so and soon
& Robert Allen
I thought that maybe since he was such realized why. "Is this for land mines?",
an intense person he projected this quality Giorgos nodded.
He asked Giorgos how life was in Al- Jeryl: Late 1940's Los Angeles-money know. But rest assured, everything works
onto them , his perceptions further coaxed
by his own deep desire to find a Way. Yet bania and why he had escaped. Giorgos and the movies beckon to screenwriters out for the best in the most cowardly " Holit all made sense in a storybook sort -of told him that he could not live where he and cheap private eyes. Blondes bedazzle , lywood ending" I' ve ever seen.
way and so I generally gave him the benefit was not wanted. He told him about how crooners
croon
and
sin
slithers J: I really thought that the whole idea of
of the doubt, especially since I was also they are arrested and subsequently tortured everywhere. This is the world of CITY using the story within a story was clever,
eager to believe that there were people for simply speaking their language. OF ANGELS, playing at the Virginia but I have to admit I was shocked when
still guided by the wisdom of. the ages, Thousands have been killed and the Alba- Theatre (52nd Street near Broadway) . This I discovered that M*A"'S*H creater Larry
and that such a wisdom actually existed. nian Government doesn't seem to be eas- year's Tony Award-winning Best Musical Gelbart (another Tony winner) had written
He told me of when a young boy was ing up on its treatment of the half million tells two stories: Stone (Gregg Edelman), the play. I agree that the ending was very
walking him across a field lo the praktiko, ethnic Greeks who are Jiving there. He a popular detective novelist trying to adapt forced and pretentious but I also found
the village doctor, when they came across said he felt he had no choice but to leave. his first screenplay, and Stone (Tony Award that the female characters are terribly writan old twisted olive tree. He took my Giorgos made an impression on my Winner James Naughton), his fictional de- ten and are little more than playthings for
brother's hand and walked a large circle brother because his face looked so young, tective hero trying to solve a case.
the men. This musical is pure fluff, but I
around it. When my brother asked him but after speaking with him for a while Robert: CfTY OF ANGELS moves in an don't think the score insults one's intelliwhy did he do so, the boy looked up at his eyes looked like those of a much older almost cinematic fashion from color to gence. Tony Award winners Cy Coleman
him, puzzled, and asked "don't you feel man.
black and white. from the glitz of a Hol- and David Zippel give us songs that ring
it?". ·'What do you mean?" my brother
lywood studio to the film noir landscape of the big band sound of the 40's.
asked . The boy hesitated, as if he was
of the writer's imagination . Each Hol- R: You could think of the music as being
asked to explain the unexplainable, yet
Iywood character has a counterpart in the actually two scores: the Broadway songs
finally answered. "the olive tree. it is not
movie script: for example, the wonderful and the Hollywood "movie" underscoring.
good."
Randy Graff (also a Tony Award winner) I felt very Jet down by most of the lyrics,
After a while my brother told me he
plays Stone's secretary-with-a-heart-of- but I did like Miss Graff's "You Can Albegan to understand, especially since he
gold Oolie in the "'movie" and Stine's ways Count on Me," a torch song on the
was already sensitive to those sort of
other-woman-who-always-is-used-byway men treat both of her characters.
things. As he liberated himself from the
men Donna in "real life".
J: Robert, if the show's not that good ,
rational and began understanding these
J: The naturally soft-hearted Stone has ag- why did it win so many Tony Awards?
other ways, he also began to understand
reed against his better judgement to help Were people blind?
these people who still knew in a way we
the rich and sultry Alaura (Dee Hoty) to R: No, you have to remember what the
had long forgotten.
find her missing stepdaughter. Along the other nominated shows were: a boring
It was quite a sight when you apway he gets beaten up, meets many disre- musical about free love (ASPECTS OF
proached it from afar. Painted in white.
putable characters, finds the "missing" LOVE), a silly Broadway version of a clasflush against the light grey rock face, its
Two summers ago I returned there for stepdaughter Mallory (Rachel York) naked sic movie (MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS) and.ts
labyrinth of chambers were carved deep a couple of months . I spent some time in his bed, gets framed for blackmail and a brilliant conceptual piece that has a much
into the mountain's core. Pirates used to with my uncle. We sailed, dined and went murder. discovers that the woman he flawed score (GRAND HOTEL). Because
hide their booty within its maze of rooms out some evenings with his wife. I had loves, Bobbi (the moving Kay McClel- this was an American show with a NEW
and corridors, yet some people had purpor- known him all my life, he was like a sec- land), now works in disgrace at a brothel, book and NEW score, some voters autedly entered and never come out, lost ond father to us. He fought the Nazis in and .. . well, you get the idea.
tomatically fell for it .
forever within the mountain's belly. After the resistance when he was just 14 and he R: Stone, meanwhile, isn't having a great J: I see . Well , CITY OF ANGELS to me
staying about three days, my brother fi- brought home a metal for his country in time either. He's having domestic prob- is one of the more unique , innovative and
nally gained the trust of the Kalogeros. the the Seoul Olympics for sailing . Despite !ems with his wife Gabby (Kay McClel- unconventional musicals currently playing
monastery's head monk, and he walked all the respect I held for him I think that land) and professional problems with Ho\- on Broadway, warts and all. I say get ready
him through what seemed an endless voy- summer was the first time I had ever lywood Mogul Buddy Fidler (Rene Auber- to go where "palm trees finger the sky and
age of doors and secret corridors .
looked closely into his eyes. And I saw jonois). a guy who can't help "fiddling" there's enough sunshine to Jay some on
They finally arrived at a large door worn with my own eyes what my brother tried and "fine tuning" a screenplay. Since Stine Pittsburgh." heavy with time . It squeaked open and the to make me understand .
lives through his characters- he is danger- R: Considering that some of the alternatorch barely illuminated the long winding
I particularly noticed this in people as ously co-dependent on them- this is a tives on Broadway are a half-masked opera
staircase they cautiously walked down on . I got far!her away from Athens, or civiliza- major dilemma . Even Stone starts giving nut and some screaming cats, CIT Y OF
The large chamber at the bottom had its tion , especially on some of the islands. Stine a hard time by expressing his objec- ANGELS does appear to have charm . But
walls covered with hundreds of human One night I had arrived on Naxos with a tions to the way the movie is going. In a I'm reminded of a line from the play:
skulls. All the monks who had ever lived, friend,. and it was too late to find lodging. somewhat funny duet "You're Nothin' "L.A. is not much different than a pretty
and died in this Byzantine monastery, from As we lost ourselves in the tiny winding , Without Me", Stine and Stone argue about girl with the clap. " So's CITY OF
the time of its creation over a thousand whitewashed streets (purposely built that who's more in control and more in the ANGELS.
years ago, adorned this chamber's walls . way to confuse invaders and pirates) an
The Kalogeros finally placed the prize older couple was up playing cards. I asked
my brother had been looking for on a read- them if they knew of any rooms-to-let anying stand . It was a Byzantine manuscript where and they said they did not. But they
containing ancient medicinal herbs and let us stay in a room they kept ready for
procedures. My brother was in awe, of the their grandchildren, who were now old
book, the chamber, the feeling of having enough to be working in Athens . In the
been transported back a millennium. He morning they made us breakfast and their
looked at this kindly old man's eyes, and hospitality compelled me to stay a while.
within them he saw an epic history of a I asked them about the war. One especially
thousand years forged in their intense interesting story was how the Italian army
•
stare. They revealed a memory of an an- confiscated all the wheat from the wealthy
gu~hlaM~gS~yean,of~mendousand Jandownen any reilinribured ~ amongn~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
bloody battles and a thousand Springs of the poorer islanders. "But the Germans"
birth, of the deepest pain and the deepest she said "the Germans were different ... "
faith .
and I saw that look in her soft, brown ,
He saw that same look in a handsome wrinkled eyes .
young man's eyes, Giorgos, who managed
When I returned and saw my parents
to escape from Albania while his best again , it took me a few moments to regain
Job Search Skills for Lawyers & Law Students
friend was killed during the attempt. My my senses, as I noticed something deep
brother wanted to sneak into Albanian ter- in their eyes.
Interview Coaching
ritory, I suppose for the same reason a
·Resumes·
climber scales mountains or a bullfighter
bullfights. He needed a guide and some777-603~
Philip Spyropoulos is a second-year stuone refered him to Giorgos. When they
reached the border, Giorgos told him to dent and our resident prophet.

" . . he looked at this
kindly old man's eyes, and
within them he saw an epic
history of a thousand
years forged in their
intense stare."

Tis the season to be jolly
fa la la Ia la . . .
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